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Feild back on CB
following ‘re-recount’

o n t a n a

Kaimin
Missoula, Mont.
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By JERIPULLUM
Montana Kalmin News Editor

Vol. 80, No. 76

Compat losing proposition
By FRANK BOYETT
Montana Kalmin Reporter

Missoula Liquid Assets Corp.
(MLAC) lost $326.24 on its venture
into the matchmaking business,
according to figures supplied by
ASUM President Greg Henderson.
The business, Compat Ltd., was
a computerized compatibility ser
vice set up as a moneymaking
project to help fund this spring's
kegger. MLAC. formerly called the
University Liquid Assets Corpora
tion, gave Compat $700 with the
agreement that all profits would go
to MLAC.
Compat was set up last fall by
Larry Schenck, junior in psychol
ogy and computer sciences, and
Gary Nelson, now a student at
Montana State University. MLAC
director Paul Pedersen was in

charge of Compat's computer
programming and Henderson
handled the firm's finances and
some of its advertising.
Applicants for Compat's service
filled out a 37-question form on the
qualities they preferred In a mate.
Compat then charged $1 for a
computer print-out, which con
tained the names of 10 compatible
individuals.
Henderson, a former director of
the corporation, said Compat
made $373.76. Thus, he said, at
least 373 people picked up the
print-outs. However, he said, many
more people filled out question
naires; 628 people filled out forms
— 187 females and 441 males, he
said.
Henderson refused to speculate
on why Compat did not make
money, but part of the problem, he

The 70s

said, was that Coin pat was run by
volunteer workers.
"They Just don't have the same
motivation as paid employees," he
said.
Pedersen, however, blamed an
editorial in the Jan. 31 issue of the
Kaimin for Compat’s failure.
• Cont. on p. 6.

Last Issue
It's time to call It a quarter. The
Kalmin will resume publication
Friday, March 31. Have a good,
safe vacation. Blow off some
steam, but remember — It's unsafe
to drink and drive at the same time.
You might take a corner too fast
and spill some on your lap.

—Crosby, Stills, Nash and Young
There was "something In the air," as Thunderclap Newman put IL It
was a sense of rage lingering on from the previous decade. The
passiveness and insensitivity that were to become the hallmark of the 70s
had not yet made their appearance. It was a time of commitment And It
was a time ol corruption — the corruption that some folks claim led the
University of Montana to the mess we're In now. Return with us now to
those thrilling days ol conscientious objectors and conchoid ball. Turn
to the Montana Review on p. 9.

This means that the Students for
Justice once again have a majority
of members, 11, on C8.
Another Students for Justice
member, Martha Dille, was named
an ex-officio member of CB Wed
nesday night. Dille. junior in philo
sophy, was also offered first call on
any future vacancies. CB made the
offer because Dllle’s name was left
off the ballot for most of the
morning of election day. CB
members do not want to run
another election.
The results of the election were

Bowers to outline impacts
By STEVE STOVALL
Montana Kalmin Reporter

“Tin soldiers and Nixon's coming,
We're finally on our own
This summer I hear the drumming,
Four dead In Ohio."

Del Feild, freshman in art, has
regained his seat on Central Board
as a result of a third count of the
ballots cast in the ASUM election
last week.
Feild, a member of the Students
for Justice, replaces Pat Duffy,
junior in economics. Duffy had
replaced Feild in the second
counting of ballots Saturday. Feild
requested the recount after being
bumped.

ratified by CB Wednesday, subject
to last night's recount.
In the latest count, Linda Whitham, sophomore in business
administration, pulled to within
one vote of Feild.
Charmaine Wilson, chairman of
the elections committee, said she
will not consider another recount,
in spite of the narrow margin,
because Whitham has not been
declared a winner in any of the
counts. According to Wilson, the
bylaws state that an unsuccessful
candidate can request only one
recount. Whitham, with Duffy,
requested the first recount.
The decision was made over the
objection of Scott Waddell, sopho
more in education, who has
worked in all three ballot counts.
Waddell suggested the ballots for
Feild and Whitham be recounted.
The new totals for the three
candidates are: Feild, 532; Whi
tham, 531 and Duffy 520.
Feild had 552 votes in the first
count and 527 in the second.
Whitham had 546 in the first and
532 in the second. Duffy had 547 in
the first and 547 in the second.

University of Montana President
Richard Bowers will summarize
the impact that staff and faculty
cuts have had on UM and also will
elaborate on the legislative fiscal
analyst's financial report on those
reductions at a legislative commit
tee meeting tomorrow.
Although each department and
school has submitted an impact
statement to Bowers, none of this
information will be distributed at
the meeting. Instead, Bowers will

present a brief oral summary.
The financial report, prepared
by Senior Fiscal Analyst Judy
Rippingale, translates UM reduc
tions into dollars saved to show the
Legislative Interim Finance Com
mittee UM stayed within the Legis
lature's appropriation.
There are discrepancies be
tween Rippingale's analysis of
legislative intent and Bowers’
interpretation. Bowers will have to
answer questions regarding this.
One question Bowers will have
to answer is why more staff than
faculty were laid off. Fiscal Analyst

John LaFaver said.
Donald Habbe, academic vice
president, said because normal
attrition in staff positions didn’t
yield the number of cuts needed to
stay within the budget more cuts
had to be made. Staff cuts had to
be made this year, faculty cuts are
stated for next year. In addition,
the administration received a “cu
shion” of money for faculty salar
ies to get UM through this year, he
said.
Patricia Douglas, assistant to the
• Cont. on p. 6.

Sid Thomas emerges from the maelstrom
By DANIEL BLAHA
Montana Kaimin Reporter

When Montana State University
student Sid Thomas was appoint
ed to the Board of Regents three
years ago, he donned his threepiece suit, grew a mustache,
tucked his briefcase under his arm
and was swept into the maelstrom
of university politics.
Thomas, now 24 and a third-year
law student at the University of
Montana, was reappointed to the
board twice. His last term expired
Feb. 1.
Thomas moved quickly to a
position of power on the board. He
assumed the chairmanship of the
policy committee after six months,
and held it for two-and-a-half
years.
Most of the resolutions that the
full seven-member board votes on
come out of the policy committee,
according to Thomas.
“I was really lucky to get where
the action was,” he said recently.
“ It's been good,” he said, reflect
ing on his three years on the board.
"We've had a lot of good student
fights. Students have won almost
all the important battles they've
been in,"
One of the more important
policies passed by the regents
during his term was one that
provides for student participation
in the selection of presidents and
administrators, Thomas said.
Another policy he Is proud of
mandated a student role in hiring,

awarding tenure and terminating
faculty.
These policies are “some of the
more progressive in the country,"
he said.
And there was the protracted
fight to end mandatory athletic
fees, a policy that was changed last
year.
“It was a close one," he said. “We
fought it out for a year.”
Thomas called the compromise
that was worked out — state
assumption of athletic budgets —
“satisfactory."
One battle that didn't work out
well for students was the tuition
increase approved at the same
Feb. 15, 1977 meeting where
mandatory athletic fees were
killed.
"Students lost a big one with the
tuition increase," Thomas said. He
and Regent Mary Pace were the
only ones who voted against it. I
don't think there's any question
that it served as just a write-off for
the (legislative) appropriation."
Thomas was no stranger to
politics when he joined the board.
He worked on the 1974 Max
Baucus for Congress campaign
and served as an intern in the 1974
Legislature.
Nor was he a stranger to the
regents. Regent Pace was his high
school English teacher In Boze
man, And Commissioner of Higher
Education Lawrence Pettit was
one of his professors at MSU.
Pettit, then a professor of political

science, and Thomas co-authored
a manual for freshman legislators
under a grant from the American
Political Science Institute.
Perhaps one of Thomas' great
est assets was his ability to bridge
the gap between the students and
the regents.
“That’s the main thing that sticks
out in my mind — he could talk to
these people," said Missoulian
reporter Gordon Dillow, a former
regents reporter for the Kaimin.
Regent Jack Peterson, Butte,
said Thomas “performed admira
bly" on the board. "He represented
the student interest, and was able
to mesh it in” with the larger
interests of the university system,
he said.
Peterson continued: "Right after
he joined the board he grew a
mustache. I don't know if he was
trying to bring himself to maturity
or what. And he let his hair grow
longer, until the last meeting. Then
he got it cut. I guess he's getting
ready to enter the big world.”
Thomas, who, upon hearing
what Peterson said, produced an
old driver's license that he says
proves he had longer hair when he
first joined the board, said he is
"undecided" about what he will do
when he graduates from law
school this spring. He has been
testing the waters, he says, looking
at private or government law, "or
maybe even something in state
government."
Pace said Thomas worked for
the good of the entire system.

“He wasn’t the least bit paroch
ial," she said. “ I think any one of us
would say he was the best one.”
At his last formal meeting with

the board of Regents Jan. 16, the
audience broke into applause
when Thomas was commended for
"exemplary" service on the board.

o p in io n ---------------------------------------------

T h e m y th o f th e g u a r a n te e d j o b
Back in 1972, many University of
Montana professors used to open
freshmen classes with the line: "Re
member, going to a university doesn’t
mean you'll get a job, and you better
get used to the idea of learning for
learning’s sake."
Most kids just stared back, not
believing a word they were hearing.
Most parents still insist that going to a
university is the way to “the good life"
and more bucks.
It's true that college graduates still
have higher life-time earnings than
those who never go to or finish school.
But consider the fact that many UM

professors (who presumably have
doctorate degrees) earn salaries that
aren’t any higher than the current
national average income.
What gives?
Supposedly, people who live in
Montana endure low incomes because
of the wonderful environmental benef
its available here. Who wants to live in
Los Angeles, even at double the sa
lary?
Montana’s limping economy has
never been in good enough shape to
close the job gap; too many people
want to work here who can’t find jobs
that are appropriate to their skills.

letters
Level of excellence
Editor I would like to express my apprecia
tion for Barbara Miller’s untiring efforts
during her period of tenure as editor of the
Kaimin. Over the past year the Kaimin has
achieved a level of excellence that is rarely
found in campus journalism and a depth of
coverage that would challenge more than
one "professional" newspaper.
In particular, our entire university com
munity is indebted to Ms. Miller for the
Kaimin's treatment of the Program Review
Process; the detailed accounting of Pro
gram Review's progress as well as the many
nuances and turns of its political and
educational Implications. To be sure there
were some errors from time to time, but
they were insignificant when compared to
the general state of confusion that would
have prevailed if we had not had the Kaimin
as a source of information. For weeks on
end it was our only source of information.
Good fortune to you down the road,
Barbara. And thanks.
Ron Perrin
professor, philosophy

A few points
Editor: This letter is undertaken in hopes of
clearing up a few points concerning the
appearance of Edward Abbey here Febru
ary 28th. -In the review section of the
Thursday, March 2, Kaimin, Kim Pederson
came to what we feel to be a few disputable
conclusions.
First of all, the Student Action Center
would like to thank all of you who helped
make our presentation of Edward Abbey
here a success. We were especially heart
ened to see the crowd of t.OOO at the
lecture. That is one of the largest crowds to
attend a lecture here in a long time. The
entire proceed. $667 from the $.75 admis
sion charged at the door has gone to the
Environmental Information Center in Hele
na. Tpey will use at least half of it in paying
off attorney fees incurred as a result of their
work on the Yellowstone River water
allocation hearings this past summer.
Now for further clarification. Mr. Peder

son. In making preliminary arrangements
for Abbey's appearance we suggested as
topics for his presentation an integration of
his writings and philosophies about the
preservation of the natural world, and
whether or not violence was really a viable
alternative to reading and commenting on
EIS' or symbolic of frustration. We felt that
most people would be interested in hearing
this man’s perceptions and reactions to
things common in most of our lives. We did
not expect any fantastic solutions to
environmental problems for that we could
have brought in an “expert.” We feel he
spoke to a broad audience touching on
subjects that appealed to both literary types
and nature mystics. People who came to
hear Abbey speak in defense of the
American West — not only its physical
aspects but its culture and spirit — went
away satisfied.
However, the allegation that disturbs us
the most about Mr. Pederson's article is that
Abbey really cares nothing for the environ
ment but was "trapped" into the position of
environmentalist. Abbey has called himself
a preservationist and a pompom girl for
American environmentalists. Would one
who is disinterested in the game speak so
supportively for public interest environ
mental organizations involved at the grassroot level and working for small victories on
even smaller budgets.
Abbey later said at a session with some
creative writing grad students that he will
probably not write any more 'ecocommando' novels but that his future writings and
books will probably always contain some
thing of his concern for the environment
because it goes very deep.
Liz Merrill
director, SAC

Many of UM’s graduates are com
pelled to leave the state if they want to
work at something related to their field
of study. This school gets criticized for
this. The taxpayers scream that it’s not
fair for Montanans to have to pay for
the education of Montana citizens who
just leave the state.
The attitude continues: why not just
offer Montana students subjects and
skills that they can use in this state?
Academic Vice President Donald
Habbe apparently agreed with this
attitude to some extent when he said
last quarter that he intends to try to get
deans and department chairmen to
gear their programs more toward the
state.
How this can be done is unknown.
But in any case, we have, in this last
year, witnessed a major attack on this
university — an attack that came about
for many reasons.
As one alumnus put it, this university
and particularly the city of Missoula
gives the rest of the state the feeling
that we only care about Western
Montana and “the outside world.”
If we pay more attention to the rest of
the state, they will like us better? It’s
doubtful. As states go, Montana must
be the most fragmented unit in the
Union — a place where citizens hear
and know more about things outside
the state than at home. Montana’s
cities and towns scrap over the little
commerce they can get, while the big
bucks almost always flow out of state
to the mother corporations that dictate
the state’s livelihood.
Alas, one could go on and on
watching the vagarities and weirdness
that is Montana. On the home front,
one is struck by the changes that
quickly take place on Montana’s most
“liberal” campus. Tomrrow, this uni
versity’s president will tell “his side” to
the legislative Interim Finance Com
mittee, which, at the request of the
students, is sitting in on the process of
staff and faculty cutbacks at UM. The
legislative fiscal analyst’s office is
expected to question the way the
cutbacks were made, and Bowers is
expected to gloss over the impact of
faculty cutbacks, pleading fear of
union retaliation over “the conditions
of employment.” The union will send
an “observer” to watch the whole thing.
This state insists on having six

schools in its university system, a
situation that exists largely because
the communities that have the smallest
schools would lose their economic
bases if the schools were shut down.
Five of the six schools have education
programs — despite the fact that there
is little demand for teachers in this
state (or elsewhere) anymore. (Nearly
40 percent of all college graduates
have teaching certificates.)
Because of declining enrollments,
UM will probably try to promote the
myths about going to college, instead
of trying to dispel them. The state,
having little conception of what a
true university is, turns the screws on
this school to teach things that will “get
kids jobs.” Bozeman's university is
doing well because of this.
This school must staunchly resist the
pressures to become more of a factory
than it already has become. It must try
to break down the alienation from work
that is apparent in its students. Many
people relate work only to money. One
works to make money to buy things.
One buys leisure time with one's labor.
In short, workers in this system sell
themselves for money.
But with life being so short, how can
we trade our lives for a stack of money
and feel like we've come out on top?
Work, when related to life and not
money, can be one of the most fulfilling
and wonderful things a person can
experience. And work that is an ex
pression of one’s inner being is a very
honorable thing.
But can the modern students ever
learn that they can apply their talents,
skills and ideals to any work they
should take up?
Can students learn that conforming
to the wishes of a sick and often
distorted society will destroy any hope
that their lives can be worth any more
than the goods they’ve consumed
during their lifetimes?
This school must somehow learn to
stand up and fight for itself and yet still
improve the opportunities for decent
living in this state. It must look both
inward and outward. It cannot ignore
the conditions that mold the students it
receives, nor can it be blind to the
world that it is releasing these students
to.

If quite a large number of bigger schools
than UM had that much attendance, they
would consider themselves quite fortunate:
However, you guys helped in a large part to
boost that attendance up and cheer the
Montana Grizzlies onward to victory.

Nepal Wednesday evening in the University
Center Lounge. The slides, which he early
on assured the audience were excellent
pictures they would really enjoy, were not
of special quality. A number of them
belonged in the circular file.

So the Griz lost in the playoffs to Weber
State; that does not make them a lesser
team, all it means is that they lost a game. In
my book, the Grizzlies were one of the most
outstanding teams in the nation.

Anyone contemplating going to Nepal
should not set out under the impressions
created by this program.

Furthermore, zoo, did it ever occur to you
that visiting teams had much respect for
you? It probably did, so I hope you guys
don’t think I’m stepping on your toes
because I’m not trying to. But get this into
your heads, animals, I like the zoo. I hope it
stays alive.

Barbara Miller

It is unfortunate that ASUM should have
sponsored a presentation of this caliber, a
misrepresentation which amounts to an
insult to Nepal. I hope ASUM will in the
future do better screening of what it spon
sors.
Alice H. Austin
non-degree, graduate

Newsletter?
Editor I sure hope you guys will print the
following in your newsletter.
Somewhat to my dismay, I read in an
article in the Billings Gazette that the
famous “zoo" that was born out of love for
Grizzly basketball is dead! I hope not. The
zoo should reconsider. Just think guys,
more than 100,000 screaming fans!

Marv Prinkki
non-degree graduate student

Mish-mash of truth
Editor Nowhere have I heard such a mish
mash of truth, untruth and part truth as was
delivered by Joseph Avallone speaking on
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the School year by the Associated Students of the University of
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control over policy or content. The opinions expressed on this
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letters
Defending Abbey
Editor: Kim Pederson, by falsely accusing
Edward Abbey of not dwelling in the "cold
hard neighborhood of reality" and having a
lack of “overwhelming concern for the
environment" clearly shows your illiteracy
of Abbey's ideals and your ignorance of the
imminent social and environmental crisis
now upon us. What IS reality, Mr. Peder
son? Is it not a relationship between man,
wildlife and our natural surroundings
where all species can prosper and learn
from one another?

.

Such reality may sound foreign to you,
but if you take a walk in the woods or across
the desert, you would find this reality as
apparent as the ambient harmony of nature.
This is the reality we must all work hard to
preserve. The main snag that restrains the
growth of this understanding Is ignorance.
Yes, IGNORANCE — of our present social
and environmental dilemma: overpopula
tion and our heavy dependence on the
economic system, which by the way is
terminally ill.
Each individual must acknowledge these
roots of our predicament and exercise the

.......... —

remedies: population control, reordering of
our economic system, and preservation of
the environment (as Abbey said: "Don’t
keep it like it is, keep it like it was."). Only
when each individual partakes in these
remedies will a healthy society return and
continue into the future.
Individual awareness of our problems lies
outside the narrow walls of society for
many people. Therefore, authors such as
Abbey are Instrumental in opening up
narrow minds; and in keeping our thoughts
and energies directed towards the re
creation of a more realistic and lasting life

— 1

style. Hooray for Abbey for sacrificing his
own solitude upon request — not "under
pressure" — to remind us of "old problems"
which grow old only because our culture
fails to see their fate.
The cultural seed has sprouted but
needs everyone's cultivation to bloom —
especially those in positions of influence,
such as the press. So Mr. Pederson, for the
sake of us all, use your valuable position in
the press constructively not destructively
as you did last Friday.
Peter Dea
graduate, geology

..™»™~*Public Forum*

Reactionaries came out in droves
Editor Scared as hell that the Students
for Justice would successfully unite and
dominate and intimidate the rest of
campus, the reactionaries came out in
droves to soundly defeat Tom Jacobsen
and Steve Carey. But the mistake is
theirs. From the beginning there was no
intention to dominate and intimidate.
There was only the desire to challenge
callous power concentrated in the hands
of bureaucrats and the wealthy. You
should never have feared, UM, that theirs
was the strength of coercion, that theirs
was the strength of numbers—for theirs
was the strength of spirit. Theirs was not
a battle to intimidate, but a struggle to
survive, create and make things happen
in the face of formidable foes—
entrenched authority and indifference.
The land is dying. The goddamned
land is dying, and Paul Pistoria shouts
that what is good for Montana Power is
good for Montana. Corporate lawyers
wrangle and scheme to perpetuate the
rape of this bleeding land of ours, to
disembowel the natural justice. But, we
are told, the land is not what matters, nor

that the rights of nativity are tom
asunder just as the ash of Indian culture
was once and forever buried in the
breathing sands. The president of Exxon
holds the key to our land, our rivers, our
mountains—it is a stack of thousand
dollar bills, for which corporate lawyers
seem so ready to prostitute themselves.
The rivers die, the mountains die, the
land is dying—and we are astutely
advised by business graduates that that
is not what really matters. Furthermore,
we are told, it Is not the province of
student leaders to go "crusading around
the country” screaming rape where they
see it. You are right, Dick Clemow. It is
not the province of student leaders to go
crusading around the country scream
ing rape where they see it. It Is, instead,
the province of anyone who gives a
damn, who believes that the land be
longs, in the most basic sense, not to
those who destroy It for money, but to
the men who love it and people it.
A man once got drunk and said
something perhaps profound: "A man
who believes in something is damned

dangerous." Dangerous to the power
structure, to the small mind who cannot
see their way out of selfish perspectives.
Dick Clemow lamented that with idealis
tic student leaders the clerical duties of
ASUM would go undone. His lament was
misplaced. He should have lamented the
fact that the ASUM presidency has
degenerated into a high paid secretarial
Job, degenerated into a functionary of
the establishment, taking care of tasks
once relegated to lower paid secretaries.
If not consummate politicians, or effi
cient secretaries, Jacobsen and Carey at
least have guts and ideals, and have slept
on enough cold floors, and spent
enough hours arguing the university
cause in an uphill battle to demonstrate
their conviction. They argued their case
against an establishment that clearly
demonstrated its prejudice by adding
$100,000 to the athletic budget in the
same year that 60 teachers are cut, by
supporting a $300,000 dollar program
that is maintained at the expense of
academics. At a time when Richard
Bowers showed that his heart lies on the

playground by supporting the move of
football to a higher, more costly classifi
cation, Jacobsen and Carey showed
their commitment, unobscured by pa
tronizing mish-mash, to Montana's intel
lectual tradition. Kissing asses, of voters
and the establishment, was not their
style. Busting their own, was.
The notion that an intellectual institu
tion such as ours can provide leadership
for our beleaguered state is not dead, is
not dying. Nor has the effort spent by the
Students of Justice been spent in vain.
Social awareness is the beginnings of
change. Jacobsen and Carey will keep
on fighting long after Clemow and the
rest have buried their souls and their
minds In business and books. And there
will be others—for we have the flames of
battle to sustain us, and undying ques
tions that bum in the mind. If Montanans
don’t take care of Montana who in the
hell will? If where we live isn’t our home,
where the hell is?
John Milkovlch
junior, philosophy
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PREFERENCE?

YEAH.TR/
THEFRENCH!
CHANNELTWO!
/

YOU CAN FORMR.SECFETARY! GET NORMAL
THE SOCIALIST PROCEDURE,
REPUBLIC OF.. PHREDl WE'RE

THEN, WHATDO
WELL,
YOU DO TO GET
GENERALLY,
THEIR ATTENTION? WE SHOUT

SHOW PLACE OF M O N TA N A

W IL M A
543-7341

HURRY! M U S T EN D M A R C H 16 . . .

A w on d erfu l film
to laugh a t a n d love.

The story of
two women whose
friendship suddenly
became a m atter of
life and death.

It succeeds on all levelsintellectual and emotional
and entertains unfailingly.
S ee it and have a ball.

C
D EB SfflB B
L580^eserv^t^728-S68Sj
Saturday
at
Mat.
1 Nightly

OPEN 6:45 P.M.
“Julia” at 7:00 and 9:25

ROXY

m

waaniMan

\ # r

JOSEPHHfUiR

A C O L L IS IO N A T SEA.
41 M E N TR A P P E D IN A
N U C L E A R S U B M A R IN E
ON AN O CEAN
L E D G E 1450 FE E T
A
B ENEATH TH E
^
SEA . T H E M O S T
E X C IT IN G
RESCUE A D VEN TU RE
EVER
C.
‘
F IL M E D ! J f " t

•“ C A T C H -2 2 ’ says m any
things that need to be said
again and again! A lan
A rkin ’s perform ance as,
Yossarian is great!"
—Joseph Morgenstern,
NEWSWEEK

We all loved each
other so much

Late S ho w Fri. & S a t
A t 11:00 — R ated R
Last In This Series
of "Sleepers'*

Vittorio Gassman Nino Manfredi Stefania Sandrelli
with A Ido Fabrizi directed by Ettore Scola from Cinema 5

FRIDAY & SATURDAY

T H E B E A U T IF U L

SUNDAY MATINEE AT 2:00 ONLY

“IT ’S O N E H E LL O F A
FILM ! A C O L D S A V A G E
A N D C H IL L IN G C O M 
EDY!"
—Bruce Williamson. PLAYBOY
“ ‘C A T C H -22* is, hard as a
diam ond, cold to the
touch and brilliant to the
eye!
—TIME MAGAZINE

515 SOUTH H IG G IN S

^ c o o p e r fiiq filc in d i^

ELEVEN ACADEMY AWARD NOMINATIONS
Including BEST Picture of the Yearl

—N.Y. Daily News

T Z k u ltZ f laUlny

—Oscar Wilde

©1977 20th

A bright and breezy comedy,
exceptionally appetizing and
enjoyable.” —Washington Post
Full of fondness, me, outrage
and high spirits, - n .y . Times
Refreshingly and robustly
entertaining. —San Francisco Examiner

■

■

■

S H O W S A T 7:00 & 9:15

2

2

As for modern journalism, it is
not my business to defend it. It
justifies its own existence by the
great Darwinian principle of the
survival of the vulgarest.

WORLD
THEATRE
2023 SOUTH HIGGINS
PH 728-0095

Starring
CHA R LTO N HESTON
D A V ID C A R R A D IN E
STA C Y KEACH

7:00-9:45

11.30-2:00-4.30

CLOSE ENCOUNTERS
OF THE THIRD KINO
S tarin g RICHARD OREYFUSS
[in;] fS
Nightly
at
7:30 & 10:00

Sat. & Sun.
Mat.
12:00-2:30-5:00

-U C schedule for spring breakFood Services Available
March 17 — Copper Commons, 7
a.m. to 6 p.m., Gold Oak, 9 a.m.
to 1 p.m.
March 18 — Copper Commons, 11
a.m. to 6 p.m.
March 19 — Copper Commons, 1
p.m. to 8 p.m.
March 20 — Copper Commons, 9
a.m. to 2 p.m., Contract in Gold
Oak.
March 21 — Copper Commons, 9
a.m. to 2 p.m. Contract in Gold
Oak.
March 22 — Copper Commons, 9
a.m. to 2 p.m.
March 23 — Copper Commons, 8
/

~

a.m. to 3 p.m. Gold Oak —
Closed.
March 24 — Copper Commons, 8
a.m. to 3 p.m. Gold Oak —
Closed.
March 25 — Copper Commons &
Gold Oak — Closed.
March 26 — Copper Commons
Only, 3 p.m. to 10 p.m.

March 19 — 3 p.m. to 8 p.m.
March 20 — 9 a.m. to 8 p.m.
March 2 1 — 9 a.m. to 8 p.m.
March 22 — Closed.
March 23 — 10 a.m. to 11 p.m.
March 24 — 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.
(Gallery Reception from 4 p.m.
to 5 p.m.).
March 25 — Closed.

Associated Students Store
Open 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. each day
(except weekends).

UC Offices
March 18-19 — Closed.
March 20-24 — 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.
March 25-26 — Closed.

Graphic Design Services
Open 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. each day
(except weekends).

\

g o in g s on

Technical Services
Open by appointment only
March 18-26.

Friday
• Peace Corps interviews, 8
a.m., UC Montana Rooms.
• Social Work workshop, "MidLife Transitions," 8 a.m., UC Mon
tana Rooms.
• Concert, Jazz Workshop, 8
p.m., UC Ballroom.
• International Student Associ
ation volleyball, 8 p.m., Women's
Center Gym.

Women's Resource Center
March 18-26 — Closed.
Recreation Center
March 18-24 — Open at noon,
closed at 10 p.m.
March 25 — Closed.
March 26 — Open at noon, closed
at 11 p.m.

Saturday
• Panel discussion, “ Interna
tional Women’s Year — What
Happens Next?," 10:30 a.m., the
Ark, 538 University.
• Champion International Cred
it Union banquet, 6:30 p.m., Gold
Oak East.
• Concert, Willie Nelson, Char
lie Daniels Band and Country Joe
McDonald, 8 p.m., field house.

U.C. Lounge and Information Desk
March 17 — 8 a.m. to 6 p.m.
March 18 — 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
March 19 — 1 p.m. to 8 p.m.
March 20 — 8 a.m. to 8 p.m.
March 2 1 — 8 a.m. to 8 p.m.
March 22 — 8’a.m. to 5 p.m.
March 23 — 8 a.m. to 11 p.m.
March 24 — 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.
March 25 — Closed.
March 26 — Noon to 11 p.m.

Sunday
• Women's rugby club practice,
6 p.m.. Men's Gym.

UC Gallery (Lounge)
March 17 — 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.
March 18 — Noon to 4 p.m.

/ --------------------- ;

Library hours

Children’s Theatre to perform
‘Fiddler on the Roof’ soon
The Missoula Children's Theatre
will be presenting the popular
musical "Fiddler on the Roof"
March 17-19 at 8 p.m. In the
University Theatre. There will also
be a matinee performance at 2 p.m.
March 18-19.
Included in the cast of more than
100 persons are several local
businessmen, members of the
Rocky M ountainnaires and
Mendelsohn Clubs, housewives, a
professional
meteorologist,
several local media personalities,
University of Montana students

and faculty, area youngsters and
two professional actors from the
Missoula area.
Tickets are $2 for students, $3
for general admission and $4 for
rese rved sea ts, e ve ning
performances only. They are
available at the Missoula Bank of
Montana and the First National
Bank box office.
For more information, contact
Rachel Sprunk at 728-1911.
Do as we say, and not as we do.
—Giovanni Boccaccio

n

Friday—8 a.m. to 10 p.m.
Saturday—10 a.m. to 10 p.m.
Sunday—1 p.m. to 11 p.m.
Finals week—regular hours.

NOW ! Th e H O T Com bination . . .

IT ’S G O T HEAT.

DO YOU
R EM EM BER

V ___________ _________ J

Student teaching
applications due

M

M

^

a t u u d o y

Applications to student teach
Fall, Winter or Spring Quarter of
the 1978-79 school year are due in
the Student Teaching office on
April 1. Forms are available in LA
133.

Government needs
grammar lesson
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
government's effort to clarify its
rules may be foundering on the
shoals of the English language.
A Department of Transportation
notice issued Wednesday detailing
the need for simplicity and clarity
in rules begins:
“ Improvement of government
regulations have been a prime goal
of the Carter Administration."

n i c h

T
f

F E V E T 1
JO H N T R A V O L T A
A PARAMOUNT PICTURE

M

t
| l

W IL L IA M K A T T f j j

[r ]

Open 7:00 P.M.
“Love” at 7:15 Only
“Fever”,at 9:10 Only

S U S A N D EY

Showplace of Montana

W IL M A
543-7341

UNIVERSITY CENTER RECREATION
SCHEDULE
^ iV E B S Ity
Final Week
CENTER

#8

Open Regular Hours
(9a.m.-11 p.m.)

Spring Break
Sun. 19-Fri. 24

(Noon-10 p.m.)
Closed Sat. 25
243-2733
OPEN
Afternoons & Evenings

CENTER

Red Head Pin Special
The Entire Week

Open Easter Sunday
Noon-10 p.m.

■H lV E B S lr y

243-2733
OPEN
Afternoons & Evenings

Bowers______

ASUM: a year in retrospect
No other school has expe
rienced faculty cuts as "severe" as
the cuts made at the University of
Montana, making it difficult to
judge the effectiveness of the
outgoing student government,
according to ASUM President
Greg Henderson.
“Our situation was unique, so it's
hard to say if it was a tremendous
year or not,” he said. “ It’s only a
value judgment to say how well we
did or didn't do."
Henderson acknowledged that
Central Board did not stop the
faculty reductions but stressed
that many students “worked tre
mendously long hours" on the
program review committee.
"The faculty and Students for
Justice didn't stop the cuts either,"
he added.
Henderson was criticized earlier
this week by John Wicks, who said
that Henderson did not seem to be
as "personally Interested" in what
CB was doing as other ASUM
presidents. Wicks is CB's faculty
adviser.

"Henderson wasn’t around the
office as much as normal," he said,
"and there wasn’t leadership up
front on getting everyone involved
in things that came up."
Wicks stressed that he was
judging Henderson's performance
against "the generally high stand
ard” of former UM student body
presidents.
Henderson said that he did not
think there was a problem with his
"accountability” and said anyone
who wanted to see him could make
an appointment.
In the past, the office of the
ASUM president was situated
where the ASUM vice president’s
office is this year. Henderson
explained that he moved to the
former vice president's office to
"be less visible and to get more
work done."
Henderson said that he worked
to improve UM's relationship with
Montana State University and the
Student Advisory Council.
He invited MSU’s student body
president to visit the UM campus

• Cont. from p. 1.

and “conferred” with him on many
important issues that concerned
both schools.
"And we worked closely with
MSU to establish the bylaws of the
Montana Student Lobby," he said.
Wicks praised Henderson for
delegating the responsibility of
making committee appointments
to ASUM Vice President Dean
Mansfield.
Although the ASUM bylaws
stipulate that the ASUM president
must officially make committee
appointments, Wicks said Mans
field was actively involved in
"seeking out" students to serve on
ASUM committees.
“Dean made an attempt to make
sure that students were better
represented in various policy
making decisions,” he said.
Henderson said the vice presi
dent is the whip of all ASUM
committees and the vice presi
dent’s role was expanded to give
Mansfield more "direct input” into
student committees.
"The bylaws are nebulous and
gray on what he (the vice presi
dent) should do," Henderson said,
“and this was an expansion of his
role and scope."
Henderson also said that more
CB members were active in
budgeting ASUM’s money than in
the past and that other students
did a "tremendous” job on the
faculty review committee.
"I hope the same fine commit
ment comes in the future,” he
concluded.

president, said Bowers will have to
show that the legislative guideline
did not dictate which staff posi
tions should be cut, as Rippingale’s report indicates, but re
quired only that the administration
make a savings of dollars in this
area. Douglas called this discre
pancy a "minor difference.”
In the report on impacts, Bowers
will present examples of depart
ment and school impacts and a
consensus on alternatives, ac
cording to Habbe.
Douglas said Bowers will not
present a detailed report because
he has not had sufficient time to
thoroughly review all the impact
statements.
Bowers met Tuesday with stu
dent representatives, LaFaver,
Rippingale, Lawrence Pettit, com
missioner of higher education and
Jack Noble, deputy commissioner
for financial affairs to discuss the
upcoming meeting.
Dean Mansfield, outgoing
ASUM vice president, said impact
statements were not discussed
fully at Tuesdty's meeting because
the administration fears that such
discussion would constitute an
unfair labor practice under the
collective bargaining act.
Outgoing ASUM President Greg
Henderson said by reading only an
impact summary, Bowers may
“gloss over the material" and this
would not fully convey the intent of
the authors. Staff cuts are “like a
crash diet,” requiring close super
vision, he said, adding he doesn’t
think departments and schools are

WE BUY

being monitored closely enough
following the cuts.
Student representatives asked
Bowers if the students could see
the original impact statements
before the finance committee
meeting, Henderson said. Bowers
refused, saying he did not want
them distributed before the meet
ing, according to Mansfield. Mo
reover, Bowers expressed fears
Tuesday of students turning to
morrow's meeting into “a gripe
session" about what the actual
impact is, Mansfield said.
Douglas said faculty and stu
dents have already expressed their
opinions on the impact of faculty
cuts and now it's the president's
turn to express his point of view.

Compat. . . __
• Cont. from p. 1.
“ I think we got a couple of cheap
shots taken at us (by the Kaimin),”
Pedersen said. "Anything con
nected. with MLAC immediately
gets slammed and if it's connected
with Greg Henderson and MLAC,
it's like three strikes and you're
out.”
Schenck said the Kaimin editor
ial contributed to Compat's failure.
“The students read the Kaimin,"
he said, "and if something is put
down quite a bit the students are
going to ask questions and say
maybe it isn’t worth it.”
Schenck also said Compat’s
advertising should have been done
better. Compat’s poster was circu
lated widely enough, he said, but
“it wasn't worded right."
I am a conscientious man, when
I throw rocks at seabirds I leave no
tern unstoned.
—Ogden Nash

BETTER USED
ALBUMS & TAPES

SUPER SKIING

As the largest dealer in used albums and tapes

Fri. Sat. Sun.

in W estern M ontana we are in constant need
o! better albums, cassettes, and 8 tracks. So if
you have any you are tired of listening to,
please stop by and have us m ake an offer, or if
you are looking fo r those hard to find titles,

( N K fr

of Missoula
Great Powder
G reat Slopes

best of all, our guarantee is unconditional on

All lifts $5.50

all used items sold.
S no w R e p o r t s .............543-5111
L o d g in g ..........................8 21-3574

ATTACK the
Courts in

140 EAST BROADWAY
MISSOULA

Nike
ALLCOURT

if . f l l V E B S l r y

$16.95

CENTER

5*6
VISA
Ogg’s C h a r g e

90 miles south

see us. W e m ay just have the copy in stock and

MEMORY BANKE

M a s te r c h a r g e

LOST TRAIL AREA

OPEN

Mon. & Fri. til 9
Sat. 9:30-5:30
Sun. 12-5

Ski school's over...lots
o f rentals available

Special Group Rates
10 persons or more

W E E K E N D S P E C IA L S

%

• Friday: M onte Carlo
5-Closing
* Saturday: Pool Drawing Every Hour
For O ne Free H our — ALL DAY
• Sunday: Red Head Pins
ALL DAY

Check Out Our Pro Shop . . .

^ c n e f lT i^

Bowling and Billiards
Accessories
• Balls Redrilled
• Cues Retipped

243-2733

10% STUDENT DISCOUNT

OPEN
Afternoons & Evenings

See Our Ad on Page 5 tor Schedule of Upcoming Events
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Huntington says he enjoyed role as business manager
By JILL THOMPSON
Montana Kalinin Reporter

His job Involved a lot more than
simply being "Mr. Money" for
ASUM, Steve H u n tin g to n ,
o u tg o in g ASUM busin ess
manager, said in a recent
interview.
At times he found himself
"mediating" conflicts between
parts of ASUM and between ASUM
and "outside organizations," Hun
tington said, a role which he found
"enjoyable."
“Everyone is under the im
pression that the business office
needs an accounting major," he
said, “but all it takes to be business
manager is a good sense of
organization and the ability to
work with people and learn a little
bit about accounting as you go
along."
»
Volunteer Operations
Huntington, a political science
major, will spend Spring Quarter
working full time coordinating
state volunteer operations for
John Driscoll, who is running for
the U.S. Senate.
Huntington said he will be “ ad
vancing" for Driscoll, arriving at a
campaign stop two or three days
ahead of the'eandidate, and “mak
ing sure he has people to see and
things to do.”
Huntington will be earning “om
nibus" political science credits for
his work, and hopes to graduate
after Summer Session.

Looking back, Huntington
outlined some of the problems and
highlights of his year as ASUM
business manager.
‘Reworking’
One of Huntington's major
concerns was the ASUM loan fund.
After it was discovered at the end
of last summer that “ $24,000 to
$30,000” in back loans was not
collected by the UM business of
fice, he decided that loan fund
procedures needed “ reworking."
He said that this and also his
--------------------------------------- \

W ic k s s a id th e
“rational approach”
to budgeting intro
duced by H untington
“is likely to last for
m any years to com e.”

and that it gave the business
manager more time for such things
as moving the ASUM accounts out
of the UM business office.
This move is expected to be
complete by July 1. ASUM will
handle Its own accounts, writing
checks on a revolving account at a
local bank that will be reimbursed
ffom the state treasury. It will also
contract for its data processing.
Committee ‘Started Up’
On another topic, he said that
the Budget and Finance Com
mittee had been inactive, but that it
was "started up again” during his
term.
The committee approves
ASUM’s weekly budget tran
sactions and gives first con
sideration to all requests for

J

V________

One of the priorities for the
business office during his term,
Huntington said, was to "stop
spending" so there would be
enough money in the ASUM ad
ministrative budget for the new of
ficers to get through Spring
Quarter.
He added that “a little over $2"
was left In the administrative
budget when he took office.
Different
Also, the Spring Quarter budget
ing process was different during
his term from that used by CB in
previous years, Huntington said, in

'

CARS
1976 F lat 131 C o u p *
5 Spd R ad io 2 5,0 00 m iles —
S harp — O ra n g e

1974 P lym outh D uster
C o u p e 6 C y l 3*S pd o n F lo o r —
G re en

$2650

$1950
1974 Fo rd M ustang II
G h ia 4 C y l 4 Spd R ad io V in yl top
N e w Radiate — Silver

$4650

$2450

1975 P on tiac Firebird
E sprit V 8 4 Spd PS PB
T a p e /R a d io — S il/B lu e

1973 C h e vro let N ova
C u s to m 2 D o o r H atc h b ac k 350
A T P S P B R ad — G rn /T a n

$3950
1975 C h e vro let N ova
C ustom H atc h b ac k 6 C y l A T PS
A /C R ad io — Y e l/B rn

1974 C hevro let Vega
Estate Wgn 4 C yl A T R ad io Lugg
R ack — B lu e /W o o d

1971 F o rd M ustang
C o u p e V 8 A T PS P B A /C R ad io
V in yl to p R eally S h a rp —
G m /W h t

$1950
1971 T o y o ta C o ro n a
W ag o n 4 C y l A T 5 2 .0 0 0 m iles —
Red

$1150
1 970 P ly m o u th D uster
C o u p e 318 3 S p d R ad N e w Paint
R uns G o o d — B lue

^ 1 8 5 ^
1973 D o d g e C h a rg er
V 8 A T PS PB A /C A M /F M Vinyl
T o p — B m /W h t

$995
1 969 P on tiac G T O
2 D o o r V 8 A T PS P B R ad io Vinyl
T o p — M a r/B Ik

$1975

$2975

1972 D atsu n 1200
2 D o o r 4 C y l 4 Spd R ad io — Blue

$1450

$1450

$650
1968 Fo rd Falcon
2 D o o r 6 C y l A T Runs S u p e r —
W h ite

$550

TRUCKS
1976 Chevrolet ¥« Ton
4 x4 S ilverado 4 0 0 A T PS PB
R ad io — M a r/S il

H o w c o m e h e n e v e r th o u g h t
o f th e p rie s th o o d ?
H o w c o m e s h e n e v e r th o u g h t
o f b e in g a .n u n ?

1974 Ford 'h Ton
R an g er P U 3 6 0 A T P S A /C T an ks
R ad io — B lu e /W h ite

C S T 3 50 A T PS P B T ilt W heel
R ad io — B lu e /W h t

$5450

$2950

$2650

1976 Ford F150
4x4 V 8 4 Spd PS H ubs 30,0 00
m iles — Blue

1974 GMC Jimmy

"N o one e v e r asked m e"
t h e y s a id .

A T PS PB R ad io —
R e d /W h t

$4290

$3950
1973 Chevrolet V« ton
C u s to m D e lu x e P U V 8 A T PS PB
T a n k s — T u rq /W h t

$3950
1975 Toyota Longbed
P U 4 C yl 4 Spd R ad io S u n ro o f —
G o ld

Is th is y o u r s to ry ?
N o o n e e v e r a s k e d yo u ?
W e ll, w e 'r e a s k in g .

4x4 3 50

1975 Ford F150
S up er C a b 3 60 A T PS PB R ad io
— Blue

$2950
1974 Ford E100

— M a il C oupon T o d a y !----------------------------

I’m not trying to whitewash the
White House.
—Richard Nixon

Drive Into Spring In a
Quality Used Car or Truck
From THE SOUTHGUYS!

1976 C h e vro let C am a ro
V 8 A T PS PB R ad io V in yl T o p
13,000 m iles — O rg /T a n

H e w a s in his tw e n tie s .
S o w as she.
B o th w e r e C a th o lic , u n m a r r ie d ,
p r a y e r fu l, c r e a tiv e .
B o th c a re d a b o u t p e o p le
a n d c a re d f o r th e m .

that “the budget was balanced
from the beginning."
CB faculty advisor John Wicks,
professor of economics, said that
this was an “innovative approach”
to budgeting, and explained that
“ if CB wanted to add money to a
budget, it had to stipulate where
the money would be taken from."
He said that this "rational
approach” to budgeting intro
duced by Huntington "is likely
to last for many years to come."
Wicks added that it had been "a
good year” at ASUM for
management and for budget
decisions. He said he thought
Huntington had been an “excellent
business manager."

SPRING SPECIAL

goal of ‘ getting the loan fund away
from the business manager's of
fice" were accomplished when
Bob McCue, a member of Central
Board and also of CB's Budget and
Finance Committee, became the
loan officer and ran the loan fund
without pay.
“ It’s an awful lot of work," Hun
tington said, "but it's a real good
system."
Central Board member Cary
Holmquist said that turning over
authority on the loan fund was a
“good move” on Huntington's part,

nobody
asked!

special
allocations.
These
allocation requests can be
amended, killed or sent to CB as a
seconded motion by the com
mittee.

$2250

1972 Chevrolet Blazer

1971 Ford % ton
P ickup V8 4 Spd 4 2 ,0 0 0 m iles —
B lk /S il

^1875
1969 Chevrolet % ton
6 Pass V 8 4 S p d

S u b u rb an

—

G reen

_$650

1973 Chevrolet % ton
C a m p e r Van 3 50 A T C arp e t Bed
— B lu e/W h t

1968 Ford Vi ton
P ickup 6 cyl 4 S p d T o p p e r Radio
S h o rt W id e — B lue

$2950

$1150

W in d o w V an 8 Pass V 8 A T PS PB
R ad io — B lu e /W h ite

1972 Ford %
h ton
3 60 4 Spd R ad io T o p p e r —
B row n

1967 Int. Travellall
4 x4 V 8 4 Spd H ubs R ad io —
G reen

$3450

$1965

$750

28

P lease s e n d in fo r m a tio n o n :

□ Diocesan Priests □ Religious Priests
□ Brothers □ Nuns □ Lay Ministries
N am e.

A d d re ss .

C i t y ____

-S ta te .

.Z IP .

VOCATIONS COMMITTEE/SUPREME COUNCIL
K IU G H T S

OF C O L U m B U S

New Haven, CT 06507

)EE THE S O U T H G U Y S - ' ^ ^ ^ ' ^ ^ ^ B U i*
BOB VASSER
JO H N HAGARTY
RAY T H O M P S O N
R O LLO A Y LS W O R TH
J O H N D’O R A ZI
BOB M A R T IN
STEVE S T E L L IN G
D O N RAKO W

VS

'MISSOULA #721-2110
1776 STEPHENS

classified ads

HOMES FOR Child Care needed Spring quarter.
Guaranteed Payment 243-5751 for information.

CLASSIFIED AO POLICY
40C per S'word line first Insertion
30* p«r 5-word line consecutive Insertion $1.00
minimum
Losl/Found & Transportation Free
Deadline: Noon Day Before Insertion
Ads not Accepted by Phone - Prepayment
Required.

1. LOST OR FOUND______________________
FOUND: CHRYSLER car key outside Music build
ing, North entrance. Claim in L.A. 101.
76-1

LONDON AND AVIGNON booklets for 78-79 Liberal
Arts Study Abroad Program will be available at
Center for Continuing Education, 107 Main Hall,
starting Friday. March 10. Application for fall,
winter and spring are being accepted.
76-1
RUMOR HAS it. the 8th floor Aber streak was
another Sliver Fox production. Too bad it didn't
come off.
73-1
FUNNY VALENTINE: Sure: K.G.
BARBEREAN WHO'S going to take it when you’re
gone? We'll miss you. M. and JLD._______ 7B-1

LOST: WOMAN'S ski hat, campus vicinity, out
doors. White knit with red. yellow, and blue
stripes, pompom. Call 728-0637.
76-1
LOST ONE blue retainer somewhere between
Library and Jesse Hall. Call 728-6908or 243-2349.

ABEL CRAWFORD'S housewarming party — 3/17.
All Mountain Men cordially invited. Refreshments
will be served.
76-1
HEY FACE! Sordid sex, alcohol and drug abuse are
the spice of life. Have funl
76-1
HEY YOU two gorgeous hunks in 255 Milled Didn't
think I'd do It, did ya?________________ 76-1

FOUND: BLACK male cat with white markings In
vicinity of 14th St. Call 721-1739.
76-1

COLE WE’LL really miss you. Bruce and Meredith.
76-1

FOUND: PAIR of wire rim glasses with case found In
Forestry building. Claim In For. 110.______76-1

LYNNE BREAKFAST at six? Meredith.

FOUND: CAR keys outside Sigma Kappa House.
Call 243-4166.___________
75-2
LOST: PAIR of prescription sunglasses In tan case.
Letters SLY on case. Lost March 3 around Jesse
Hall vicinity. Call 2554. ask for Sherry.
76-2

SHRIMP CREOLE. Gilded Lily, 515 S. Higgins.
76-1

FOUND: GRAY bike cable & lock on Maurice near
Evans last week. Call Frank. 243-6284 and leave
message.
75-2
FOUND: 1 yr. female German Shepherd around
Eastgate Shopping Center (3/7). Call 728-5226 or
543-6388.
75-2
FOUND: SET of slides at Controller's office. Identify
and pick-up there.
___________
75-2
FOUND: CALCULATOR, main floor library. Call
721-2743 and Identify.________ ________ 74-3
FOUND: SWEATER in 400 Block of Daly. Call 2432105 to identify.
LOST: PHYSICS 111 text. If found, call name and
number In front of book or leave at UC Information
desk.
________________ 74-3
FOUND: RING on McLeod Ave. Oval-shaped agate
setting in sterling silver. Call-Loren at 543-4543.
FOUND: LADIES gold colored watch on campus.
Call 549-1421 evenings to claim._________73-4
LOST: BROWN notebook with Educ. 200 and CSD
notes. If found, call 542-0311 ext. 14. Ask forTeri.
73-4
( A f t e r n o o n s ) . _________
LOST: LADIES gold Elgin watch, call Jessica. 5494130.
73-4
LOST: PLAIN key ring with 3 keys on campus. 2434 2 2 9 . ______________________ 72-5
2. PERSONALS
IF GOD had meant meatballs to be Polish he
wouldn't have given Italians the sausage. 76-1
76-1
BABWA MIWEH — we wove you.
FOR SENSELESS babies: All good men must come
to the mereaid of their trolls — if you can’t figure
out this symbolism, I hope John Lennon takes a
cheap shot at your Instant Karma. Love, Oblio.
76-1
YVONNE — The St. Patty's Day committee is
depending on youl Butte or Bustl
76-1
BUMBLEBEE: Fred, Janice. "Hamp," Walter H..
Walter K.. and O.W. will NOT prevail. Spring break
and Butte are almost here. Love, Lea.
76-1
MARY WILCOX — You are the most wonderful
person on earth.
__________ 7B-1

POLISH SAUSAGE, 2 eggs, hashbrowns, and toast
$2.00 Old Town Cafe 127 Alder. _______76-1

HAPPY BIRTHDAY Leah. Your Big Brother 76-1
STUDENTS TAKING UM ski classes Winter Quarter
1978 are encouraged to fill out class evaluation
forms. Pick up forms in Fieldhouse 201.
75-2
Making Summer Plans? Consider taking intensive
beginning Spanish (101-102-103) at UM. Now in
its fifth year, this successful program combines a
multi-media approach with extensive oral drill.
Four hours of classwork daily, June 19-Aug. 11.
For further details contact Dr. Fllghtner, LA 318.
75-3
GILDED LILY: expresso. homemade desserts. 1173-4
9:30 p.m.
IF YOU'RE ready to break for Spring, but your
vehicle isn’t — Call Greasy Thumb Auto Repair for
quality work at reasonable prices. 534 N. Higgins.
549-6673._____________________
CRISIS CENTER — confidential listening, outreach
help, and referrals for anyone, anytime. Call 5438277.
____________________31-51
TEN CENT BEER 12 to 1:00/8:00 to 9:00 at The
Tavern. 2061 10th and Kemp, phone 728-9678.
Regular prices 350 glasses, 55* cans or bottles,
$1.75 pitchers at THE TAVERN 10th and Kemp.
56-21
POOL TOURNAMENT at THE TAVERN, corner of
10th and Kemp Streets. Singles Tourney —
Monday Nltes, 8 p.m. Doubles Tourney —
Wednesday Nltes, 8 p.m., $10.00 first prize. $5.00
second prize, 6-pack third. Double Elimination 8ball at THE TAVERN comer of 10th and Kemp
Streets.____________________
51-26
UNPLANNED PREGNANCY OPTIONS — Call
Marie Kuffel. at 728-3820,728-3845. or 549-7721.
46-31
FOOSBALL TOURNAMENTS at THE TAVERN.
Corner of 10th and Kemp Streets. Singles Tour
neys — Sunday Nltes, 8 p.m. Doubles —Tuesday
Nites. $10.00 first prize; $5.00 second prize; 6-pack
third; at THE TAVERN 10th and Kemp Streets.
51-26
TROUBLED? LONELY? For private, completely
confidential listening, STUDENT WALK-IN. Stu
dent Health Service Building, Southeast entrance.
Daytime 9-5 p.m. Evenings 8-12 p.m.
42-34
«. HELP WANTED
DAY-CARE Homes for CHILDREN needed spring
quarter. Guaranteed payment. Call 243-5751 for
info.
75-2

BARBARA: COULDN’T find a duck, so here goes:
Bah-bah-bah, bah-Bahbra Anne, bah-bah-bah;
bah-Bahbra Anne, bah-bah-bah, bah-BahbraAnne. oh Bahbra Anne, Please take my hand, oh
Bahbra Anne, You got me rockin' and a rollin’,
rollin’ and a strollin’, Bahbra Anne, Bah-bah, bahBahbra-Anne..............................................76-1

WORK STUDY positions open at UC for Gardeners
during spring quarter. Some experience desired,
outdoor work primarily, pay $2.75 per hour —
positions open until filled. Apply at UC 104. 75-2

BAM: AS you leave the frenzied irrelevance of
Montana's only student daily and prepare to
' march into the sunset of graduate, school,
remember one thing: you'll be bored in a week.
The lame-duck news editor.
7B-1

WORK IN JAPANI Teach English conversation. No
experience, degree, or Japanese required. Send
long, stamped, self-addressed envelope for de
tails. Japan — 154,411 West Center, Centralia, WA
98551.__________________________ 72-10

BABO — PARTING is such sweet sorrow. Adieul
Adieul — The Kulture Korner Kid. •
76-1

BABYSITTER NEEDED immediately for my 2-yr. old
boy. M-F, 8-11, call for interview, 728-8058,
Melinda.
72-5

BYE TO BABO. who always called a spade a spade
instead of a hand-wielded, self contained, manu
ally manipulated, mobile entrenching tool. Love.
B.N._____________________________ 76-1
BABOON — YOU are a fine example of the Aryan
race. Adolph would have been proud. And as you
journey down life's highway just remember the
world belongs to bold women with blond hair and
blue eyes. Regards, Wombat.
76-1

What does Carter
do for a living?

RIDE NEEDED to Sun Valley for spring break. Call
Bill at 728-4549. thanks._______________ 76-1
RIDE NEEDED TO BOZEMAN for 2 (with skis)
leaving Thursday or Friday (Mar. 16 or 17). Call
Debbie. 728-2793 or Libby. 549-3683.
75-2
TWO RIDERS needed to Aspen over spring break.
Call Susannah, 549-8248._____________ 75-2
RIDE NEEDED to Havre for spring break, either
Thors. (16th) or Fri. afternoon. Will share ex
penses. Call 243-4229.________________ 75-2
RIDE NEEDED to SAN FRANCISCO. 728-7772.*Can
leave after Mar. 15 (Wed.).
75-2
RIDE NEEDED to FLAGSTAFF for a few boxes and a
bicycle. Call Glenn, 721-3376 (pickups preferred).
75-2
RIDE NEEDED to MINNEAPOLIS or VICINITY, for
spring break. Gladly help with expenses and
driving. 721-2638 after 8. Keep trying.
75-2
RIDERS NEEDED to FLAGSTAFF, PHOENIX.
TUSCON. Leaving afternoon of March 16. 7212384.
75-2
RIDE NEEDED to LA. OR SOUTHERN CALIF.
Leaving Mar. 11 or 12. Call 728-5119. ask for Steve.
75-2
1 RIDER needed to LAS VEGAS. Leave Mar. 16.
Return for registration. 543-7090 eves.
75-2
RIDE NEEDED to KALISPELL, Saturday, Mar. 18.
728-6865.
75-2
RIDE NEEDED to Chicago after 12 on March 17.
share driving and expenses. Call 549-8035 after 5
p.m._____________
75-2
RIDE NEEDED to Illinois anywhere. Will help with
driving and gas. Midnight toker call 728-3631 after
five.
_________________________ 75-2
RIDE NEEDED to Helena on Fri., March 10 before
1:00. Call Debby at 549-5896.___________ 74-3

RIDE FOR two needed to Billings. March 16
morning. Share expenses, driving. Ann. 549-4139.
74-3
RETURNING FROM Phoenix — need ride for 1 by
3/26. Share driving, expenses. 243-4698 after 9
p.m._________________
74-3
RIDERS NEEDED, share driving, expenses —
destination Portland. Maine. Leaving 3/29. Doug.
243-2447.
74-3
RIDE NEEDED to' Lewistown. MT. Can leave 3/16.
Lori, 243-4153 or 543-6244.____________ 74-3
RIDE NEEDED to Sun Valley March 16 or 17. share
expenses. 243-2298 or 243-6066.________ 74-3
RIDE NEEDED from Boulder. Colorado to Missoula
after break. 243-5385._________________74-3
RIDERS NEEDED to Salem. Oregon. Leave 3/17.
return 3/26. Call Paul, 549-3655 and leave mesRIDE NEEDED for (2) to Chicaog 3/16. return 3/26.
Call 243-5050 or 243-5124._____________ 74-3
WANTED to Spokane, Tri-Cities. Portland
area — leave after noon Mar. 16. return Mar. 26-27.
Settle for one-way, share expenses. 721-1612.
73_4

ride

RIDE NEEDED to San Francisco or Portland. 5497883. After March 20._________________ 73-4
RIDE NEEDED to St. Paul, Mn. on or after 3/16. Will
gladly share driving & gas costs. Margaret Regen.
No. 52, Montagne Apt. 107 S. 3rd W.
73-4
NEED RIDE to Sacramento area March 18-19. Call
Jackie. 549-8121. Share expenses._______ 73-4
NEED RIDE to Rapid City. S.D. Spring break 3/16.
Bill, 243-4886.______________________ 73-4
NEED RIDE for 2 to Chicago, share driving &
expenses. 243-4535. _________________ 73-4
TWO RIDERS needed to Reno — both ways — over
spring break. 728-6735 between 5 p.m.-7 p.m.
73-4

RIDE NEEDED to Sun Valley. Tues., or after of finals
week. Call 243-6066. Will share expenses. 74-3

NEED RIDE to Colorado (Loveland-Denver) over
Spring Break. 243-2055._______________ 73-4

RIDERS NEEDED to Arizona — Phoenix, Flagstaff,
and Tucaon. Leaving Sat., March 18. Call 243-5089
and 243-4758.______________________ 74-3

I NEED a ride to Roundup for spring break. Can
leave Mar. 15 after 12:00. 728-1937. ask for Steve.
73-4

RIDERS NEEDED from Boston to Missoula. Leave
Boston March 25. Call 721-2311.________ 74-3

GRIZZLED VETERAN of the interstates needs ride
to East Coast; anytime after exams, VA or NC
preferred. Call Michael at 543-3483.
73-4

RIDE NEEDED to/from or just back from SANTA
BARBARA or SO. CALIF, over spring break. Call
Sue, 243-4414. _______
74-3

11. FOR SALE
MISSOULA USED Clothing Center. 2111 S Ave. W.
Phone 543-5725. All clothing 50% during the
month of March. Shop and Save. 9:30 to 5:30.
73-4
CARPET SAMPLES for sale 10Cto $1.50 each. Small
carpet remn'ts 50%off regular prices. GERHARDT
FLOORS since 1946.1358% W Broadway. 72-5
BUYING-SELLING. Better used albums and tapes.
All our sales are unconditionally guaranteed or
your money promptly refunded. The Memory
Bank#, 140 E Broadway, downtown.
57-21
12. AUTOMOTIVE
________________
1962 VW Beetle, mechanically good, body fair. $300
or best offer. 549-8290 after 5.__________ 75-2
16. WANTED TO RENT _______
FEMALE (21) with cat needs place. Campus vicinity
— for spring qtr. If interested call evenings. 7286049. ask for Lisa before 3/17.
74-3
17. FOR RENT
2 BDRM. unfurnished apt. March 15. $220/mo. Heat
furnished. 728-6028.
76-1
SMALL 1-bdrm. house, furnished. Dornblazer area.
728-4325 eves/weekends.
75-2
RUSTIC CABIN outside of Thompson Falls, beauti
ful surroundings $75.00. 549-1938. ______ 74-2
IS. ROOMMATES NEEDED
SHARE 2-bdrm. house. $87.50/mo. utlL/incl. Martin.
243-5590 or 728-7458._______________ 75-2
AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY: room in 4-bdrm.
house. 1% miles from school. Non-smokers.
$60/mo., util./incl. Mike, 542-2963 after 6. 75-2
ROOMMATE NEEDED for 2 bdrm. duplex.
$53.00/month. No pets. 728-5106.________74-3
NEEDED: FEMALE to share apartment with the
same. Call 728-2683._________________ 73-4
21. INSTRUCTION_______________________
DANCE Elenita Brown — internationally trained
BALLET — CHARACTER - MODERN — SPAN
ISH — PRIMITIVE — JAZZ — Missoula; Monday
and Friday. 728-1683.
57-20

RIDE FOR TWO & skis to Bozeman. Sun., 3/20.2434084.
73-4

RIDE NEEDED to Helena for class C tournaments.
Call 243-4156.________ ____
74-3

NEED RIDERS to Glasgow March 24, return March
27, riders either way . . . Steve, 243-2208. 72-5

RIDE NEEDED to Billings area leaving Wed., March
15 after 10:30 a.m. Call Annie at 243-4035. 74-3

ONE NEEDS ride to Dillon anytime. Call Mike. 5434859.___________ _________ .________72-5
RIDE NEEDED to San Francisco anytime and return.
Call 549-2740. ask for Kate.____________ 72-5

RIDE NEEDED to Tucson. Fri., March 17. Call 5493148.__________
74-3
NEED RIDE over spring break to Great Falls. Leave
Thurs. or Fri. Call Kathy Flynn at 549-5651. 74-3

RIDERS to SALT LAKE CITY. Leaving March 19.
Call Candy. 728-0919.
____________ 70-7

NEED RIDE to San Francisco over spring break. Will
share gas and driving. Call 549-6637.
71-6

Musicmagic
Records and Tapes
Tapestries and Wallhangings
Smoking Accessories
101 South Third West

National Artists Management Presents:

d a u d e

k ip n is

m im e theatre

“B ravo *, laughter and people fille d the house a ll evening/
Anna Kisselgoff - The New York Times

6. BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES
PEANUT & CANDY 5* Vending machines, buy
established route (8 locations) or Just one for fun.
549-1938.
74-3
POTTERY CLASSES. Throwing, hand-const., glaz
ing and firing, small classes. Nancy Daniels, 7281308._________________
73-4
WOMEN'S PLACE — Health, Education and Coun
seling. Abortion, birth control, pregnancy, V.D.,
rape relief, counseling for battered women. Mon.Fri.. 2-8 p.m. 543-7606.______________ 2-110
6. TYPING

SOUTH LAKE TAHOE, Calif.
(AP) — What do youngsters think
President Carter does for a living?
Some students at Bijou Elemen
tary School here recently ans
wered that question, and here are
some replies:

TYPING: WILL edit, correct spelling. 549-8591.
75-2

Steven Erickson, 8. said Carter
“gives the rules out, writes laws
and has parties.”
Amy Hart, 8, said the chief
executive "tells the people what to
do and visits people,”
Heather Thomson, 8, said Carter
“fills out a lot of forms and goes to
meetings."

SECRETARIAL EXPERIENCE, electric, accurate.
542-2435._________________________ 56-21

Mona James, 8, said the presi
dent “takes care of the world,
writes letters and talks on the TV a
lot."
And then there is Danny Perr, 9.
He said Carter “counts money and
opens his big mouth too much.”

RIDER TO Riverside. CA. Leave 3-29. Return 4 days
later. Inquire at 1000 Yreka.
76-1

EXPERT TYPING, doctorates and theses. Mary
Wilson, 543-6515.___________________ 75-13
THE TYPING CHARACTERS — fast, accurate
typing. 728-4314 or 273-0274.___________68-9
EDITING AND/or typing IBM Selectric. 549-3806 or
549-5236._________________________ 65-12
EXPERT TYPING. Theses. Papers. 549-8664. 62-14

PROFESSIONAL TYPING SERVICE

- 728-7025.
44-88

RUSH TYPING. Lynn, 549-8074.
PROFESSIONAL TYPING. reasonable. 549-0545.
68-13
9. TRANSPORTATION
RIDE NEEDED to Eugene, Or., both ways over
spring break. 549-8230, call eves.
76-1
NEED RIDE for 2 to Billings early Fri. afternoon or
early Sat. Call Rich at 243-2467. Keep trying.
76-1
RIDERS NEEDED to Salt Lake City March 19. Call
243-2645.__________________________ 76-1
RIDE NEEDED to Bozeman for two (with skis).
Leaving March 10 or 17. Thurs. or Fri. Please call
Debbie. 728-2793 or Libby, 549-3683.
76-1

Coming April 3

RIDERS NEEDED to Bozeman. Leave Fri., Mar. 10,
return Sunday. Mar. 12. Call 549-3655. Ask for
Paul.
78-1
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L o o k in g back:
the e a r ly d ays
o f o u r c o rru p tio n
. . . Montanans are not really provincial;
they only choose to appear so for reasons
nostalgic and commercial, which rightwing politicians know how to exploit. At
worst, they lend to be decadents playing a
canny pastoral game . . .
—Leslie Fielder
“Being Busted"
The solid citizens of the republic who
sacked the university did so to avenge
political excesses committed during the
Vietnam era. That much is axiomatic.
Tucked away out there between perfect
rectangles of wheat and fallow earth, like
spiders in a quilt, are feed lot owners and
farm implement dealers who remember,
with a sense of unfocused dread akin to
hearing that a brother-in-law just bought
a Japanese tractor, the arrival of the first
sure knowledge that their daughters were
acquainted with oral sex, and their sons
— damn their ungrateful hides — might

high-tail it to Alberta without so much as
a note to the folks.
It was an epoch capable of producing
maps of Montana with a black bar printed
across the corrupted vicinity of Missoula,
in the spirit of a tabloid photograph. The
speed at which the entire infrastructure
of carefully nurtured Republican pieties
collapsed in an offspring sent to UM for an
education was more frightening to the
proteges of Big Ed Smith, ultimately,
than the act itself.
Of course, most of us contributed to the
absolute correctness of that Christian
anxiety. But we were only dimly aware
that we were offending anyone more
important than our parents. Honest. Oh,
there were premeditated radicals, of
c o u rse . T h e re w ere ev en som e
communists. All of what they said and did
was eventually romantic, and made good
sense. There was a spirit affecting landgrant colleges like Berkeley, Madison,
and Missoula that finally got to everyone.
Sandwiched between the political events
of the decade was the belief — today
judged psychotic — that anything was

It was an epoch capable
oi producing maps of Mon
tana with a black bar
printed a c r o s s the
corrupted vicinity of Mis
soula, in the spirit of a
tabloid photograph.
possible. Quite a revelation for working
class and middle class kids who had
accepted the myopias of their heritage as
articles of faith. But after all, we lived in
an infinite universe governed by laws
ignored often enough to make us positive
with the fervor of the pre-literate that
Kurt Vonnegut and Abbie Hoffman could
have some kind of last word. The
unpleasant would be banished, just like

O

that. To those in Missoula, where the only
palpable modern ill was the odd tension of
pulp mill wastes against the smell of pine,
certain things seemed inevitable: LBJ
would be driven from office, the
Vietnamese would win their revolution,
the draft would be abolished. And Denny
Blouin would have the last word.
Denny Blouin? In 1968 Blouin offered
for the amusement of his English Comp
students an essay by Jerry Farber called

Sandwiched between the
political events of the
decade was the belief — to
day judged psychotic —
that anything was pos
sible.
"The Student as Nigger.” Politically
silly, it nevertheless managed to outrage
the head of the “military science”
department, a colonel named Keith
Angwin, whose daughter was enrolled in
Blouin’s class. The essay contained dirty
words, mostly scatological. Angwin
launched a campaign to exile the hippie
teacher and his dirty books, to be
replaced by the restoration of O. Henry,
punctuation and the poetry of Robert W.
Service as the proper study of English.
At the root of the moral debate, some
suspected, was the rumor that Blouin was
sleeping with his coeds, an English
department tradition that didn’t begin or
end with the 60s. Regardless, the affair

$

had serious consequences. Angwin and a
neanderthal citizen’s group called
Montanans for Constitutional Action tried
to abolish the six-mill levy, which funded
the entire university system. The scheme
was properly ridiculed by UM president
Robert Pantzer as an attack on academic
freedom, and failed. But it set the stage
for dire fiscal aggressions in the future.
Diseased Pickup
Blouin was never sacked as it turned
out, he simply vanished when his contract
expired. He was last seen at the wheel of a
diseased pickup with a big dog on the
front seat beside him, rounding a curve on
a mountain pass in British Columbia.
Angwin retired from active military
service but said he would remain in town
to do "highly classified work.” We were
to hear more from him.
Six months after the dust settled I met
T. J . Gilles. He was on the phone talking to
a cop in Utah. It seemed like an important
call related to official business in the
nature of a story for the Kaimin, so I left
him alone. The next day on the front page
at the top was the headline: “Angwin
Fined for Soliciting Sex.” The colonel, so
the story said, had pleaded guilty in Salt
Lake City to “seeking sex acts for hire,”
the victim of a metermaid disguised as a
streetwalker in what local authorities
called a “vice crackdown.” As everyone
knows, practically the only vice in Salt
Lake takes place at thecity’s only bar, the
Devil’s Playground. That made the whole
business doubly entertaining. Perhaps to
the good cred it of the university,
however, public smugness was kept to a
minimum. But it is certain that dirty

CASH
FOR YOUR BOOKS

Get out from under all those
used textbooks by selling them
next week at the U.C. Bookstore.
Books scheduled for use Spring
Q uarter will be purchased at 50%
of retail. Prices for other books will
vary. Book Buy Back begins M on
day morning and will continue
throughout final week, March 13
to 17.

$

Bill Vaughn enjoys the leftovers after protesting a dinner honoring Nelson Rockefeller
in 1973.

words and acts continued to flourish in
private.
Gilles’ father once rode a horse during
the Depression from Laurel, Montana to
New York City, where he gave a speech in
Times Square. That is the kind of man
Elroy Gilles was. The newspapers along
the way regarded him as a hero in a
category not much inferior to Charles
Lindbergh. The clipping file he kept is a
minor document of the age and may
explain his son’s interest in journalism,
or at least livestock.
It was' no surprise when Gilles the
Youngerwas selected to edit the Kaimin a
few months after the Angwin story. His
credentials as a w riter were obvious. His
credentials as a responsible journalist
and a Citizen of the Republic were in
doubt. His credentials as a thinker were
never examined. All three placed him
firmly in a Kaimin tradition whose most
recent standard-bearer had been Dan
Vichorek. Vichorek was a big, mean
Vietnam veteran who said nasty things
about alm ost everyone and once
threatened to beat me to death with a
ruler because I had invited him to my

The schem e to abolish
the six-mill levy was
properly ridiculed by UM
President Robert Pantzer
as an attack on academic
freedom, and failed. But it
set the stage for dire fiscal
aggressions in the future.
fraternity house to discuss “The Greek
System’’ with the brothers, most of whom
were winos and abused me for talking to
him in the first place. Both sides, I
decided later, had been justified. It was
the age of quick conversions.
For example, the president of the
fraternity, which to someone's credit no
longer exists, was in Chicago in 1968
during the Democratic Convention. He

J THE FINE PRINT V
& a bookstore **
announces the publication of

THE BIG BURN
The story of the
Northwest’s great forest
fire of 1910

COME MEET THE
AUTHORS
STAN COHEN
Author of 'The Streets
Were Paved With Gold”
DON MILLER
Author of “Ghost Towns
of Montana"

SATURDAY
MARCH 11, 1-4 P.M.
IV) East Broadway
72121 SO

Missoula
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who had worked as the Missoulian's
outdoor writer. He has since published a
couple of books establishing his national
reputation as an authority on certain
aspects of fly fishing, and a successful
novel.
There were any number of plans
discussed during this period that law and
order forces heard about and found
unpalatable. None of them were realized.
Small planes and secret landing strips
were to be obtained for the purposes of
dropping incendiary bombs into the
smokestacks at Hoerner-Waldorf. Twothousand head of sheep were to be loosed
on downtown Missoula and the incident
blamed on an “oversight in agribusiness
delivery systems." All the copies of the
Missoulian on a given morning were to be
seized and replaced with a bogus
facsimile edition in which huge red
headlines announced that the U.S. had
unconditionally surrendered to the
Vietnamese in Hanoi, the mayor had

Black Studies ‘Uppity’
Among Gilles’ first acts as editor was to
call the head of the black studies
department “uppity” in an editorial. The
next day black studies students cornered
Gilles in his office and warned him of
knocks upside the head for any future
lapses in taste. The insulted professor,
Ulysses S. Doss, scolded Gilles in a letter

to the registrar that the Kaimin made
public: "Please change T. Gilles' grade
of ‘B’ to ‘I’. It is obvious . . . that he has
failed to comprehend the dynamics of
alternatives in the process of education.”
It was the beginning of a personal drama
that seemed strangely out of place with
local current affairs. The previous spring
a student strike had shut down the
university for a day. And as “John
Neshaev” wrote in the Kaimin during the
week of the Doss affair: “The old
classroom is different this year. Reading,
writing and arithmetic are all spelled the
same way — politics . . . . The general
feeling of uneasiness about the future of
this country makes worry about personal
futures seem insignificant.”
Since Gilles failed to matriculate, the
grade issue was never resolved.
An aside: Neshaev was actually a
Missoula writer named Harmon Henkin,

Corner Pocket

MARIE'S IRT frifs

Is Proud To Announce
The Infamous

— $2.00 Entry Fee
— O ver 100% R eturn on T o tal
Entries In Prize M oney
— D o ub le Elim ination

Every Sunday at 7 p.m.
At the South Center

W O R K S H O P

• Gallery • Unique Gifts
• A rt Supplies • Framing
• A rt Classes
H O U R S : 9 :3 0 -5 :3 0
T u e sda y th ro u g h S a tu rd a y
C lo s e d S u n d a y a n d M o n d a y

HIGH SCH00L/UM STUDENTS FRft
ADMISSION GENERAL SI 00

im p o r t ^ M a rk e t

725 W. Alder
(upstairs in the w arehouse)

Art students always receive 10% discount on supplies & framing.
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CURRENTLY THE RESIDENCE HALLS OFFICE IS
ACCEPTING APPLICATIONS FOR STUDENT STAFF
SUPERVISORY POSITIONS DURING THE 1978-79
ACADEMIC YEAR. APPLICANTS MUST BE GRADUATE
STUDENTS, PREFERABLY WITH RESIDENCE HALLS
EXPERIENCE, OR UNDERGRADUATE STUDENTS
WHO HAVE HAD PREVIOUS EXPERIENCE WORKING
IN A RESIDENCE HALL. THE APPLICATION MAY BE
OBTAINED AT THE RESIDENCE HALLS OFFICE,
ROOM 260, LODGE BUILDING. APPLICANTS MUST
HAVE A MINIMUM 2.00 G.P.A., AND AN INTEREST IN
RESIDENCE HALLS OR STUDENT PERSONNEL
WORK. INTERVIEWS WILL BE HELD DURING SPRING m
QUARTER AND STAFF SELECTIONS WILL BE MADE i
i
PRIOR TO JULY 15, 1978. QUESTIONS RELATIVE TO
i
THESE POSITIONS SHOULD BE DIRECTED TO THE 1
RESIDENCE HALLS OFFICE. APPLICATIONS SHOULD m
BE C O M PLETED AND RETURNED TO THE
RESIDENCE HALLS OFFICE BY MARCH 15.
Th e U niversity of M ontana is com m itted to a program of equal op portu
nity in facu lty and staff recruiting, em ploym ent and advancem ent, in
student adm ission, em ploym ent and financial assistance, w ithout
regard to race, color, sex, national origin or handicap.

1 1ST C O N C E R T

Boycott
Finals!

" Missoula's Paintn Place"
— where artists meet —

LADIES’ 8-BALL
TOURNAMENT!!!

TONIGHT
# MARCH 10 8 00 PM
UNIVERSITY CENTER BALLROOM
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Gilles occasionally
camped out in the heating
tunnels
under
the
university. It alarmed us
only when he began referr
ing to them as home.

T. J. Gilles at work in the Kaimin office.
somehow m anaged to protest the
proceedings by bashing his head against
a cop’s nightstick, as Mike Royko would
say. It knocked some sense into him. He
came back to Missoula, quit the
fraternity, abandoned a promising
career as a business major, turned in his
draft card, and moved into the Montagne
Apartments, where he smoked dope all
day and listened to Bob Dylan records
before disappearing into the sunset,
presumably to look for Denny Blouin.

proclaim ed Missoula a "w o rk er's
commune" and Sam Reynolds urged that
a prominent local family of real estate
developers be rounded up and shot as
traitors to the people. Even though they
were fantasies, these projects seemed at
the time infinitely more promising than
debating chemistry professors on their
grading methods, a popular pastime, it
seems, in the 70s.
Off campus, the first hippie commune
had been raided by the sheriff's office and
certain members had been arrested for
possessing “concealed weapons,” a sure
sign that the place was being armed by
Hanoi, Peking, or Berkeley. Soon after,
another commune was established in the
Bitterroot Mountains. It's still going
strong. A baby has been bom there. It —
the commune — was raided once, too.
Ravalli County authorities had been
alerted that the area was being used as a

Incense • Beads for
Jewelry • Jute • Best
Selection of Wicker In
Town • Very Competitive
Prices
OPEN TIL 9

[)ANSKINS

V^ Y ' ’
•f 1 "-•>

,1
M

-

Style 1210
$15.50

Style
1200
$22.00

‘

Rishashay
There’s no other store
like It

I
1

m

Special Orders
Welcome
515 S. Higgins 721-3047

drop-off point for illegal substances.
Bales of marijuana, the story went, were
being dropped out. of helicopters and
distributed to the drug-crazed denizens of
Missoula by the communards. A posse
was formed. A search was made of the
place when no one was home. The posse
later returned with a stock truck to take
the confiscated bales back to town. No
bales were ever found, however, and the
stock truck got stuck in the snow.
Vaginal Orgasm
Another of Gilles’ first acts was the re
publication of one of those popular
articles about the myth of the vaginal

orgasm. It was a time, at least on my
part, when there was a certain amount of
innocent speculation on the existence of
the male orgasm. But a lot of people
seemed to know what these articles were
talking about and what women wanted.
There wasn't a peep out of anyone about
disgusting trash and moral decline, but I
guess we had Denny Blouin to thank for
th a t. H ow ever, we knew e v e ry
insurrection was being toted up in
someone’s official files.
Gilles, like a lot of people, was having
emotional problems: he had separated
from his wife, who joined a carnival. He
also had financial problems: his sole

means of support was a meager salary for
being editor, and stray handouts from
journalism professors. He took to
sleeping in various campus offices for
weeks on end. He occasionally camped
out in the heating tunnels under the
university. It alarmed us only when he
began referring to them as home.
It was in this muddled state that he
wrote a disastrous editorial attacking the
Program Council director’s integrity,
honesty and good ta ste during an
investigation of the disappearance of
$26,000 from Council funds. The director,
Lee Tickell, demanded a retraction,
which he got, and threatened to sue. He
had a case, our lawyer said.

Bales of marijuana, the
story went, were being
dropped out of helicopters
and distributed to the
drug-crazed denizens of
Missoula by the com
munards.

So Gilles quit and got on a bus. He
wandered around the Seattle area for a
few days, managing to survive as a
strawberry picker on an undisclosed
island in Puget Sound, and made a
surprise return on the day a new Kaimin
editor was to be chosen. To everyone’s
amazement, he reapplied for his old job.
But his credibility had plummeted.
Henkin also applied for the job, vowing to
turn the paper into a workers’ collective.
Nobody knew what that meant, and
Henkin seemed to be crazed. Besides, he
was from the East Coast, which made
everyone suspicious. Our fears were later
confirmed when Richard Brautigan in an
Esquire article called him “the Montana
Maoist.”

Students play dead in the middle of a road to protest the Vietnamese War.

The night of the first
Selective Service lottery a
crowd of seniors and their
girlfrie nd s gathered
around the K aim in’s
teletype to watch the
results. More than one
future w as abruptly
rearranged before our
eyes.
So they gave the job to the sports editor,
a former Grizzly halfback recruited from
Chicago, where he had been placed
during high school in the' “technical
school only” track. Jack Cloherty later
b ec am e one of J a c k A n d erso n 's
assistants and is now writing a nationally
syndicated column of his own from
Washington, D.C. He also works as a
bouncer in an Irish bar to make ends
meet. Gilles became sports editor and
invented an office sport called Conchoid
Ball, which was a bruising contest played
after m idnight in the halls of the
journalism school with wads of paper,
trash baskets, and chairs on rollers. He
later published a book about farming and
now gives lectures about his trip to Cuba.
Rearranged Lives
Cloherty took over at a time when
everyone’s life was being mangled by the
war. We were all about to get drafted, for
one thing. Cloherty managed to get out of
it by taking pills. After faking a knee
condition, a ruse that didn’t work, I got
out through the “Vietnamization” of the
war. The night of the first Selective
Service lottery a crowd of seniors and
their girlfriends gathered around the
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jiKES ,
Eggs B enedict,
O ra n g e French Toast,
W h ole W heat and
Sou rd oug h Pancakes,
and M uch, M uch
M ore Every Sunday
from 10-1 at A lice’s

It’s going to be the biggest

Spring *8rectk

M o n .-S a t. 1 1 -9

Sun. 10-9

123 E. Main

in the history of historic
/ ■

^hilipsburg
off Georgetown Lake

{ to y : fintlar Jtotet

■

DOVETAIL
the antique boutique

It's not Ft. Lauderdale-, but what the heck,
it's a good deal!

S k i: discovery Qctsln

■■

selling and buying mens,
w om ens and childrens
fashions and accessories
from 1800’s -1950’s

GREAT SNOW - GREAT FUN
We'll be open all week
during Spring Break!

CLEAN ROOMS
COMFORTABLE BEDS

i

beaded purses, 1930 French
lace, edgings, silk rem nants,
antiq ue buttons, shoes,
stationery .......

612 WOODY STREET
GRAND O P E N IN G MARCH 11th

in "downtown" Philipsburg
now featuring

i

$11
^

PER PERSON - Double occupancy - includes a
lift ticket for Discovery Basin,
a room at the Pintlar Hotel. . .
we’ll even throw in a free drink
in the Hotel lounge after skiing!
CALL NOW
FOR RESERVATIONS
1-859-9790
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GOOD FOR
Friday, March 17
to
Saturday, March 25
STAY A DAY!!!
STAY A WEEK!!!

Birkenstock.
Let your feet make
a place for themselves.

With 25 reservations by March 15; we’ll get live
music in the lounge to spice up your party.
(B

hours: 10-5 M on. thru Sat.
till 9 pm Friday
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Kaimin's teletype machine to watch the
results. More than one future was
abruptly rearranged before our eyes.
The escalation of violent protest
nationally w as m ostly parodied in
Missoula, but the fear and anger were
real. During an overnight occupation of
the ROTC building by 75 dissidents and
t h r i l l - s e e k e r s , a few m i l i t a r y
“documents” were burned and desks
were looted while reactionary goons
milled around outside the locked doors
waiting to crack heads. At a house on
University Avenue saboteurs held a
secret midnight meeting, then dispersed
to shoot ball bearings through downtown
windows with slingshots. An ancient
press that Lenin might have used was
printing broadsides with titles like “You
are cordially invited to World War III,
opening cerem onies to be -held in

a commotion outside an office window on
the fire escape. It was Bob Pantzer, and
he wanted in "to talk things over.” He
seemed stewed, which was certainly
pardonable since most of his university
was either drunk or stoned much of the
time. The conversation that followed is a
m atter of private recollection, but it
reminded us that Pantzer was a very
decent man who was being hounded to
distraction by knuckleheads at large and
in the Legislature.
Just after his tenure as Kaimin editor
ended, Cloherty, nearly starving and
living with a pathological thief who once
stole an entire brass bed, was caught
lifting a package of cheese from a
supermarket. He subsequently spent
several weekends working off his fine. He
was running for student office at the time,
but the story of the crime never appeared

Pantzer seem ed stewed,
which was certainly
pardonable since most of
his university was either
drunk or
much of
the time.
/

——

Haiphong Harbor.” The press later went
on to publish several hundred yards of
local poetry. Three VISTA workers were
charged with disturbing the peace after
they were caught red-handed throwing a
“bomb” at the ROTC building. A janitor
inside with a walkie-talkie alerted
security police, who trapped the getaway
car in a roadblock. The explosive turned
out to be an alarm clock taped to a couple
of cardboard tubes- in a shoebox
accompanied by a note that said: “This
bomb is as phoney as your building,
signed, The Darby Liberation Front.”
The anti-w ar dem onstrations in
Missoula, coupled with a usually peaceful
but ungovernable student body, began to
make inroads into the morale of some
administrators. At 2 a.m. one night after
the Kaimin had been put to bed there was

in the Kaimin. There is, after all, honor
among journalists.
During the deadened 70’s, an age in
which Valium has become the world’s
best-selling drug, all this may seem like it
happened far away and a long time ago.
And it may just sound silly, which of
course much of it was. But there was a
euphoria that today’s students may never
experience. Those teachers who were
fired and those students who believe their
college degrees have been cheapened by
our behavior, you may blame us. That is
your r i g h t as a m e m b e r of the
democracy. But the foundations of UM’s
reputation as a behavioral sink were laid
before we got here by people like Leslie
Fiedler and David Rorvik. Send your hate
mail to them. We are too confused at this
time to respond.
0

Pantzer speaks at the Kent State protest, 1970.

C onfidential Listening
The W alk-In is open to all U M students. It is
operated by student volunteers w ho are trained
to handle any crisis situation.
Anything you say to a student helper is held in
the strictest confidence. No names. No records.
And you d o n ’t have to wait until there is som e
thing really serious troubling you before
com ing in.
W alk-In people w on’t lay any heavy advice on
you. They will not tell you w hat to do. Th ey are
there to listen . Som etim es that is enough. If it is
not, the student helper can refer you to a
professional counselor on campus.
Open

The Walk-In is on the corner of Eddy and
Maurice at the east end of the Student Health
Service Building.
It is open weekdays 9 to 5 and every night
from 8 to 12.
If you wish to talk to a Walk-In volunteer
during off hours you can call the Missoula
Crisis Center at 543-8277 and ask to be
connected to The Walk-In. You will be
"bridged" to a phone of a student volunteer.
Handicapped Students
You can reach The Walk-In through the rear
emergency entrance at the Health Service
Building. There is an indentation in the curb
behind the “emergency" sign on Maurice
across from the Law School.
You can also call a special number, 2922,
during hours. If possible, someone will visit you
in your room on campus.
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Mountain
Friday
Beef Stroganoff
Mushroom Stroganoff

w e ’re b eco m in g
k n ow n for our
good food .
Saturday
Pizza
Pepperonl or Vegetarian
Open 11 am-9 pm
Tuesday Through Sunday
608 Woody
O ne B lo c k E e tl o l O ra n g e O H A ld e r

T H E M EM O R Y BANKE G IV E S YO U
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500 OFF

A quiet moment of the Kent State protest, 1970.

Our already low price on any album or tape by

STEWBALL

CHARLIE DANIELS—COUNTRY JOE MCDONALD
WILLIE NELSON
You m ust m ention this ad w h en w e a re w riting up y o u r receip t
(no exceptions)

50C

“Call out the Instigators,
Because there’s something In the
air.
We've got to get together sooner
or later,
Because the revolution’s here
And you know It’s right.. . . "
—Thunderclap Newman

Coffeehouse

O FF ALL O U R U SED A LB U M S
A N D TA PES IN S T O C K

TO NIG HT
8 p.m.
UC Lounge

Right from o u r reg ular stock — O ver 8.000 titles to choose from You m ust m ention this ad as w e w rite y o u r rdbeipt —
All used item s are 100% gu aranteed — N o rain checks.
W e w ant to prove to you w h y w e are M issoula's #1
Like N ew R ecord S tore

FREE
Landry’s Used Vacuums

MEMORY BANKE

B u y -S e ll-T ra d e & R epair
All Makes A Models
Used Canisters Start at $8.88
Uprights at $12.95
131 Kensington 542-2908

Sponsored by A SU M Programming

140 EAST BROADWAY

(Thank God It’s Friday)
Friday and Saturday

500K3H0P

From N oon to 6 p.m . in th e Library

*1“ Pitchers—45* Highballs
Pizzas
S teak

NEW TITLES

Also
S andw iches
Lobster

HAPPY HOUR IN THE HEIDELHAUS

A Handbook
for Scholars

$1°° Pitchers 50 Beers 350 Shots

T he Career G am e

10-11 p.m.

Living With
Energy
Op«n: Mon.-Sat. 10-9:30
Sun. at 1:00
105 S. 3rd St. West
Directly Across the Bridge
^
From Downtown
\
549-5961
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• COUPON •

KGRZ and ASUM Programming
Welcome to Missoula . . .

W ILLIE NELSO N
SPECIAL GUEST STARS

THE CHARLIE DANIELS BAND
and

COUNTRY )OE MCDONALD
A dam s Fieldhouse
(UM Campus)

Sat., M arch 11
8 pm
Reserved
seating tickets
1750/650

CUP & SAVE

S A F E T Y IN S P E C T IO N
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Inspect 1 Front B rake
Inspect 1 R ear Brake,
Inspect W heel C ylind ers fo r Leakage
Inspect Exhaust System
Inspect Front W heel Bearings
Inspect Lights
Test Drive

Regularly $26.25

WITH COUPON

TOYOTAS
DATSUNS
VOLVOS
& FIATS
ONLY

OFFER EXPIRES
MARCH 17, 1978

bittern

Robbins Bookstore—Hamilton

For ticke t information call 2 43 -6 6 6 1 .

Produced by Feyline and ASUM Programming
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, on sale now
a t Eli's Records & Tapes.
M em ory Banke. UC Book
store. Vo-Tech Bookstore.
Opera House M usic Co.
(Helena). Sunshine Records.
Budget Tapes & Records
(Kalispeli). Sound Room (Great
Falls). Tapedeck/Showcase (Butte).

A

Hwy. 93 & 39th

10% OFF ON
LADIES’ DAY
THURSDAY

r

You
can
take
with
you
this
sum m er
Blue Cross of Montana Supplemental
Health Plan

Sign up at Registration

T h e Blue Cross of M ontana supplem ental student health
plan is available to you this sum m er. It’s very im portant
that you sign up for the plan during spring registration.

You must sign up for sum m er coverage during spring
registration. R em em ber you must request at that tim e that
you w ant sum m er coverage. Inform ation will be available
in the field house. You then pay $13 fo r your regular spring
q uarter coverage and $20 fo r coverage during the sum m er.
T h ere is also special inform ation available to seniors w ho
w ant to convert their student coverage when they
graduate. Also inform ation is available fo r those students
w ho are tem porarily dropping out of school or leaving
school fo r a quarter. Sum m er school students, you may
purchase Blue Cross sum m er coverage only during the
first w eek of sum m er school.

Continuity of Coverage
It is extrem ely im portant that you continue yo u r Blue
Cross coverage during the sum m er. You’re guaranteeing
yourself w orldw ide health protection. You also are
qualifying for the continuity of coverage provision which
extends benefits to you for disease or conditions which
existed prior to your enrollm ent. This coverage is only
available to you after continuous enrollm ent in the Blue
Cross of M ontana plan for a period of twelve consecutive
months.

Your Summer Coverage Provides
Protection Anywhere
Y o u r Blue Cross coverage is good anyplace in the world. If
you are in M ontana, there are a num ber of Blue Cross of
M ontana area offices ready and willing to assist you.

Blue Cross

The best, most
inexpensive health
coverage you’ll ever
have in your life.

Area Offices:
U Of M C A M P U S O F F IC E — 728 -0 4 57

Anaconda—563-6704
BiHings—252-7169
Bozeman—587-2261
Columbia Falls—892-3298
Glasgow—228-8661

Great Falls—761-7310
Helena—442-2909
Kalispell—257-6367
Libby—293-7224
Miles City—232-1223
Missoula—549-2845

of Montana
* Reg. Mark Blue Cross Assn.
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free clinic
Bring In Any Brand Speaker For FREE Technical Analysis*

Next Saturday bring your speaker to
LaBelle's for a thorough diagnostic check
up. Saturday, March 18, we will have
FACTORY
EXPERTS
fr o m
E ; P .I.
conducting definitive tests on your speaker.
Just bring in one of your speakers, it will
be tested, and you will receive a print out of
your speaker’s sound quality. Here is how
T H E EXPERTS test your speaker:
1.

2*

The sound engineer will feed a signal
into your speaker (20-20,000 Hz and
every frequency in between).

la b o ra to ry
s ta n d a rd
c a lib ra te d
microphone which is fed into a
frequency spectrum analyzer.

3.

4.

This signal as reproduced by your
speaker will be picked up by a

The spectrum analyzer will then plot a
graph of the exact performance of your
speaker. This will measure "on axis”
performance, directly in front of the
speaker.
Then, the entire procedure is repeated,
only the m icrophone is placed 60
degrees off the center line of your
speaker. This is done to measure the
performance as you m ight hear your
speaker
under
normal
listening

*SATURDAY ONLY

conditions.

5.

Finally, the engineer will introduce
another signal, but this tim e he will read
the impedence of your speaker at the
different frequencies.

These tests will give you a credible means
of determ ining how accurate your speakers
are. And those speakers are the most
important part of your stereo.
If you have any questions about a system
you have or want, now is the time to stop in.
W e’ve brought in these factory people to
help you. And best of all, it’s free.

Your b est

MARCH 18, 1978
10 A.M.-5 P.M.
A Division ol Epicure Products, Inc.
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721-2421
3801 Reserve St.
Missoula

catalog show room s

